
5 Questions to Ask Before Issuing
a Certificate of Insurance

A significant number of errors & omissions problems start with mistakes on the certificate of insurance.

For example: A contractor client is on the line and needs a certificate of insurance (COI) right away to

start on a job. Before issuing the COI, ask yourself:

1. Will I use a standard insurance industry certificate form?

 Avoid using a nonstandard form that: 

  • is prohibited by state law; or

  • does not contain the court-tested disclaimers (found in standard certificate forms) that   

   reduce the ability of someone to allege reliance on the certificate for coverage.

2. Have I verified everything entered onto the certificate is accurate by reviewing

  in-force policies?

 This question helps you prevent listing a policy as in-force when it has expired, canceled

 or was never bound.

3. Do I have binding authority to issue a COI adding an additional insured?

  a. If yes, what steps do I take to bind coverage?

  b.  If no, have I received written authority to bind

4. Should I check with the carrier before making any representations about coverage or forms

  beyond the policy number, dates and limits?

 This question keeps you from listing incorrect information in the “Description of Operations”

 field on the certificate about coverage or forms on the policy.

5. Have I provided the carrier with a copy of the certificate?

Standardizing your approach to filling out certificates and answering these five questions
will help you avoid errors & omissions allegations and lawsuits.
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